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 The current crisis in law enforcement is a crisis of faith, according to the critique 

of law/enforcement offered in Jacques Derrida's "Force of Law: The Mystical 

Foundations of Authority." His analysis of the filiation of law to enforcement argues that 

law is founded both in an inescapable violence and in an authority that is founded on 

nothing more than its credibility, that is to say, the faith granted to its inscriptions. In its 

current iteration, the law and its enforcement is founded upon a theory of justice that 

violates the integrity of the other, of "otherness" as such, in privileging an ideal person 

equal before a universalizable law.   As well, the ubiquitous violence of language which 

founds and preserves the law contests the aim of eliminating racialized violence among 

those who would defund or even abolish the police with.  On the other hand, Derrida 

offers a remedy to the aporia of the current crisis by recalling a different iteration of 

justice, one that places "the other" at its axis. The following analysis depends on 

readings of the liberal enlightenment tradition that cannot be adequately defended here, 

but which aims to offer a coherent structural critique of the current crisis.1 

 The current iteration of justice at stake in this crisis is entangled with the 

"globalatinized capitalism" that permeates our contemporary world.  Derrida has argued 

 
1 The critique offered here assumes the dominance of "English Speaking Justice" in the global-capitalist world, a 
theory of justice founded in the liberal tradition of English Empiricism, especially John Locke, Thomas Hobbes and 
David Hume. For a concise summary and critique of this philosophical legacy and its influence on John Rawls, A 
Theory of Justice, see George Parkin Grant, English Speaking Justice, (Toronto: House of Anansi, 1985); for a more 
expansive summary and critique, see Jurgen Habermas, Between Facts and Norms. Contributions to a Discourse 
Theory of Law and Democracy (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1996). 
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that contemporary capitalism is itself an iteration of "religion," founded on those same 

two forces that are at play in "religion," faith and knowledge.2 The faith and knowledge 

that are the sources for religion and capitalism also underwrite the law and, by 

extension, its enforcement.  The effect is that any decision about policing is necessarily 

a decision about law, and the capitalist states the law supports.  Derrida argues that the 

"mystical foundation for authority" for both law/enforcement and religion (including 

capitalism) is the originary faith which enables all human relationships.  This faith is, on 

the one hand, the necessary condition for any justice to come; while, on the other hand, 

it also enables the law and its enforcement, for good or evil. Such a play of faith raises 

questions that both limit and liberate possible responses to this crisis.  

 The crisis facing nations that inherit colonialism and its offspring, capitalism, 

demands decisive change in our current conception of policing and law.  The 

excruciating murder of George Flloyd by a Minneapolis police officer ignited the 

simmering cauldron of protest against racialized police violence and a demand for 

justice. This violence, which Derrida categorizes as the most visible operation of 

violence in law/enforcement, 3 has led to a range of responses among both activists and 

scholars of criminology, from the demand for the outright abolition of police, as such, to 

the more pragmatic de-funding police movement,4  which are reviewed briefly here. 

 
2 See Jacques Derrida, "Faith and Knowledge: The Two Sources of Religion at the Limit of Reason Alone," Acts of 
Religion, edited by Gil Andijar (New York:  Routledge, 2002) and The Gift of Death and Literature in Secret. 
Translated by David Wills (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995; 2008) for Derrida's analysis of religion as an 
iteration of capitalism in texts by Kant, Hegel, Kierkegaard and Bergson, and its tropes of authority, responsibility, 
sacrifice in a reading of Jan Patocka, Heidegger and Kierkegaard. The play of faith and knowledge in founding and 
reproducing religion is mirrored in the founding and reproduction of law:  faith is the performance that maintains 
the credibility and authority of knowledge: an attempt to indemnify and keep unscathed, static, absolute, those 
things faith agrees to believe, usually those metaphysical and moral claims of the tradition.  This paper does not 
address the play of "knowledge" in the construction of law and order due to limitations of length. 
3 Derrida, Of Grammatology, p. 101-105, as quoted in Campos-Salterra, "The Original Polemos," p.157. 
4 See, Meghan G McDowell. and Luis A. Fernandez, “Disband Disempower and Disarm’:  Amplifying 
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Defund, Abolish, Revolt 

 The de-funding movement has many iterations, most focussing on harm 

reduction in the wake of ubiquitous racialized police violence.  Koziarski and Huey 

observe that "sectors of this movement call for the removal of the police from social 

issues through divestment in the police and greater investment in preventative social 

services,"5 which must not be allowed to absolve police from responsibility for their 

unjust and unlawful enforcement practices.  They promote "evidence-based policing" as 

"a means to identify police practices that are effective, ineffective, or even harmful, but 

such research can be used to hold the police accountable for ineffective efforts and to 

inform budgets and resourcing needs."6  At the same time, they conclude that at best, 

while such adjustments to police responsibility and protocols may result in some harm 

reduction, it does not address the structures that underwrite contemporary law and 

enforcement.  

 At the other end of the spectrum, abolitionist theorists analyze the crisis in 

policing within the context of a critique of capitalism and colonialism. As McDowell and 

Fernandez note, there exists a range of positions within the abolitionist camp, especially 

among criminologists, from liberal to radical.  They cite 

 
the Theory and Practice of Police Abolition,” Critical Criminology, volume 26 (2018), pp 379 – 391 for a 
comprehensive account of abolition theory in scholarship and activism; Joseph-Salisbury, R, Connelly, LJ and 
Wangari-Jones, "'The UK is not innocent': Black Lives Matter, policing and abolition in the UK," Equality, Diversity 
and Inclusion, 40 (1), pp. 21-28 for a review of racialized police bias, consequences and activism in the United 
Kingdom;  and Jacek Koziarski & Laura Huey #Defund or #Re-Fund? Re-examining Bayleys blueprint for police 
reform, International Journal of Comparative and Applied Criminal Justice, (2021): 
DOI10.1080/01924036.2021.1907604, which argues for the more pragmatic de-funding position, with particular 
attention to the Canadian context. 
 
5 Koziarski and Huey, p. 12. 
6 Ibid. 
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at least five strategies that result from a liberal abolitionist perspective, 

including: “decarceration (away from prison), diversion (away from the 

institution), decategorization (away from offender typologies), 

delegalization (away from the state) and deprofessionalization (away from 

the expert).” 7 

McDowell and Fernandez critique these strategies as deficient because they leave the 

legal system itself in place, thereby neglecting the deep structures that uphold the 

current practices, a view supported in Derrida.  Supporting the position of radical 

abolition, they observe that some theorists "argue that to even speak of “police brutality” 

is itself an oxymoron; a misidentification of the problem (act versus structure) that runs 

the risk of entrenching rather than disrupting the very violence activists seek to 

eliminate." 8  They promise instead to support a radical program,  

 (1) aiming directly at the police as an institution; (2) dismantling the racial-

 capitalist order; (3) adopting uncompromising positions that resist liberal 

 attempts at co-optation, incorporation, and/or reconciliation; and (4) 

 creating alternative democratic spaces that directly challenge the 

 legitimacy of the police. 9 

In other words, they argue that nothing short of a revolutionary turn away from 

capitalism and its colonial inheritance can eliminate the harms of the contemporary 

order. British scholars Joseph-Salisbury et al adopt a similar position, affirming that  

 
7 McDowell and Fernandez, p. 378. 
8 Ibid. p. 380. 
9 Ibid., p. 388. 
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 we take seriously demands to first defund and later abolish the police. By  

 defunding, we refer to the systematic redirection of funding (and 

 power) away  from the police, and instead towards community and social 

 support mechanism. By abolition, we refer to the prospect of first 

 imagining and then creating futures beyond policing.10 

This position offers a vague horizon for the abolitionist movement, located in an 

undefined but improved future. Citing Angela Davis, they share her definition of 

abolition, one that is "not “a negative process of tearing down” but rather, one of “re-

imagining institutions, ideas, and strategies, and creating new institutions.” 11 

However, abolition as a "re-imagining" of responses to harms and inequality as well as 

an "enacting of new forms of justice" begs the question: what do we mean by justice?  

What is the relation of justice to law and its enforcement?  What kind of justice can we 

imagine apart from law?   

 Scholarly critics of these various reform positions agree that the crisis in policing 

is embedded in a larger civilizational crisis, one that must be critiqued structurally. Such 

a critique, as well as the themes of justice, law and enforcement draws our thinking 

toward Derrida, who engages them in "Force of Law: The Mystical Foundations of 

Authority."12  Within the recent European tradition, he reads, on the one hand, a 

distinction between law and justice and, on the other hand, their reciprocal 

entanglement. He reflects on the ways that the law, always founded in violence, 

 
10 R. Josesph-Salisbury, et al, p. 2. 
11 Ibid., p. 8. 
12 Jacques Derrida, “Force of Law: The Mystical Foundation of Authority” in Acts of Religion, edited by Gil Andijar, 
(New York:  Routledge, 2002.) 
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necessitates enforcement. I want to focus on Derrida's reading of  "force" "law," and 

"justice" in order to outline some limits and possibilities for decision in this crisis of 

policing. 

Justice, not Fairness 

  "Force of Law" is Derrida's contribution to a colloquium entitled "Deconstruction 

and the Possibility of Justice" at the Cardozo Law School.13  Observing that 

deconstruction only appears to have not addressed justice, he affirms that he wants to 

"show why and how what one currently calls deconstruction, while seeming not to 

"address" the problem of justice, has done nothing else while unable to do so directly 

but only in an oblique fashion."14  Such obliqueness is a corollary of one of his main 

observations, that justice is not necessarily the law. In Part I of "Force of Law," Derrida 

makes explicit  

a difficult and unstable distinction between justice and law, between 

justice (infinite, incalculable, rebellious to rule and foreign to symmetry, 

heterogenous and heterotropic) on the one hand and, on the other, the 

 
13 Derrida practices philosophy by responding to those texts from the tradition which, according to the logic of 
deconstruction, qualify as texts as such.  As he formulates it in Dissemination, 
 A text is not a text unless it hides from the first comer, from the first glance, the law of its composition 
 and the rules of its game. A text remains, moreover, forever imperceptible. Its laws and rules are  not, 
 however, harbored in the inaccessibility of a secret; it is simply that they can never be booked, in the 
 present, into anything that could rigorously be called a perception. (Dissemination, p. 10.) 
Such texts exemplify the process Derrida names deconstruction, in which they are, "cconstantly composing with 
the forces that tend to annihilate it." (Quoted by Kamuf, "Composition Displacement," p. 878.) In other words, a 
text is always in the process of displacing and contaminating itself, and it defies any attempts at linear summary 
and analysis.  Instead, one engages in a performance of reading the text through one of its "threads," in order to 
expose its composition and displacement.  The result of Derrida's careful readings requires a reader of Derrida to 
follow a similar practice.  Because deconstruction is a process operating independent of the reader, and Derrida's 
readings thus do not produce summative analysis, I cannot summarize "Force of Law." However, I can pull the 
threads embedded in the title that inhabit a philosophical analysis of authority and justice, one that is instructive 
for the response to the policing crisis and the aporia or undecidability at its center.   
 
14 Jacques Derrida, "Force of Law," p. 237. 
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exercise of justice as law, legitimacy, or legality, a stabilizable, statutory 

and calculable apparatus [dispotif], a system of regulated and coded 

prescriptions."15    

He presents a concept of justice that contrasts the prevailing classic liberal view of 

justice, founded in the tradition of the social contract, which focuses on the capacity of 

the subject to calculate their own self-interest in seeking fairness.16 The liberal account 

of justice is, in part, the source of the current crisis in law enforcement, as it privileges 

the ideal subject, equal before a universalizable law.  In doing so, it performs a violation 

of the integrity of the other, any other, as such, by submitting to the identity logic that 

demands the other be made the same.  This account of justice seems to have lost the 

credibility that is its "mystical foundation of authority." 

 Derrida's proposes a theory of justice that resonates more with the Judaic figure 

of zedek, [justice, charity, equity], the equity that exceeds calculation, than with the 

classic liberal view.  Citing Levinas, he evokes justice as "an infinite right" whose basis 

is not humanity but rather "the other," where "equité is not equality, calculated 

proportion, equitable distribution or distributive justice, but rather, absolute 

dissymmetry."17 This "idea of justice" which demands singular decision is at the same 

time infinite, and irreducible, because it is owed to the singular other, a demand for "the 

gift without exchange, without circulation, without recognition or gratitude."18 Derrida 

recognizes this account of justice as a kind of "madness," and perhaps "mysticism," not 

 
15 Ibid., p. 250. 
16 The most vivid example of this is John Rawls, A Theory of Justice, the most recent iteration of the social contract 
theory of justice.  
17 Ibid. 
18 Ibid., p. 254. 
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amicable to a regulatory idea of law, a justice which constantly demands that the one 

who must decide stands at the edge of the precipice.  Such an idea of justice serves the 

"classical emancipatory ideal," which needs to to be re-thought and re-elaborated in the 

face of the problematic analyzed here.19   

  Justice, according to this tradition, is always directed to the other, the other who 

is always to come, the other who disrupts self-identity and that desire to make the other 

the same.  To do justice is to respond to the infinite appeal of the other whose right, 

according to Levinas, is "practically an infinite right."20  Of this justice, Derrida asserts  

 Law is not justice.  Law is the element of calculation, and it is just that there be 

 law, but justice is incalculable, it demands that one calculate with the 

 incalculable; and aporetic experiences are the experiences, as improbable as 

 they are sometimes necessary, of justice, that is to say of moments in which the 

 decision between just and unjust is never insured by a rule.21 

The aporetic moment of justice operates in a space where no transgression is possible, 

outside the originary violence of the law.  At the same time, justice is addressed in the 

singular, the idiomatic. The problem is "how to reconcile the act of justice that must 

always concern singularity, individuals, groups, irreplaceable existences, the other or 

myself as other, in a unique situation, with rule, norm, value or the imperative of justice 

that necessarily have a general form, even if this generality prescribes a singular 

application in each case?" 22  

 
19 Ibid., p. 258. 
20 Levinas as quoted in Derrida, "Force of Law, " p. 250. 
21 Derrida, "Force of Law," p. 244. 
22 Ibid., p. 245. 
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 Derrida has Kantian ethics in mind when he addresses the problem of the 

singularity of decision in the context of a putative universalization of the law.  "One must 

know that this justice always addresses itself to singularity, to the singularity of the 

other, despite or even because it pretends to a universality."23 Can one calculate a 

maxim for a singular situation that will be meaningful in all other like situations?  Clearly 

impossible, since the same situation is always already different, "crossed by historicity," 

"opened to what is Other," in the very "irreducible alterity of time,"24  and as such our 

maxim will of necessity be inflected and iterated.   

 By contrast, the prevailing account of justice-as-fairness undoes the movement 

of differentiating the other by insisting on treating each subject as an ideal person equal 

before the law, a law which prescribes universalizable aims for singular situations.25 

Thus, the appeal of the singular other - which operates at the heart of the Judaic 

account of justice - is neutralized by a law founded on the classic liberal account of 

justice, which posits the fiction of equality of persons before the law and seeks a 

universalizable decision.  In such a situation, the singular appeal of the other cannot be 

addressed by the machinery of law underwritten by classic liberal account of justice. 

 Whatever iteration of justice is authorized,  justice is distinct from law, and yet 

law must act in its name.  This entanglement introduces the following anomaly:  the law 

necessarily requires enforcement; moreover, the law is founded in an originary violence: 

 
23 Ibid., p. 246. 
24 Campos-Salterra, "The Original Polemos,"p. 159. 
25 It must be acknowledged that this liberal "person equal before the law" who is judged under "the veil of 
ignorance" is itself a kind of legal fiction which masks the privileging of those who govern and write the law: in 
North America,  generally  powerful landowners of European descent.  The law as such does not have the "other," 
any other - whether non-European, non-male, disenfranchised or dispossessed - in mind when it writes 
"universalizable" laws; and such an aim is in itself doomed - according to the critique of "presence" - because of 
the heteronomic logic of différance. This observation is too rich to be taken up in the space of this essay. 
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thus, if the law is founded in force, and operates with force, is justice not also implicated 

in this violence?  Is it still just? 

 

Justice appeals to violence  

 Citing Kant, in a discussion of the English phrase, "to enforce the law," Derrida 

notes that it "reminds us that if justice is not necessarily the law [le droit ou le loi], it 

cannot become justice legitimately or de jure [de droit ou en droit] except by holding 

[detenir] force or rather by appealing to force from its first moment, from its first word."26  

This is because at the beginning of justice "there will have been speech, language, 

logos, and "this is not necessarily in contradiction with another incipit, which would say, 

"in the beginning there will have been force."27  Here, Derrida invokes another guiding 

figure to his thought, the exercise of force in language that he calls différance.  

 Derrida's reading of force, "violence," locates it wherever there is a violation of 

the indemnified.  In its Latin etymology, "violate" connotes "to disturb the sanctity of, 

profane, to treat without respect, to pollute, defile, to spoil, sully, to treat with violence, to 

outrage, to dishonour, to ravish, to transgress against, infringe, to injure."28  The 

derivative noun, "violence" also suggests in use "to restrict, constrain, or alter 

unnaturally; to distort the meaning of."29 All of these operate in Derrida's reflections on 

violence and span a range of contexts, from the abstract and linguistic to the immanent 

and visceral.  In arche -writing, his term for the original ruling principle involved in the 

written as such, we see in the very first grapheme the "violation" of spoken meaning, of 

 
26 Ibid., p. 238. 
27 Ibid. 
28 "Violate."  Oxford English Dictionary online. 
29 "Violence." Oxford English Dictionary online. 
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the "proper" meaning, since writing - in the first instance - always already awaits a later 

reader, a different context, another meaning. Thus, the originary meaning is 

transgressed, disturbed, altered.  Hence, the violence of arche-writing is the violence of 

disruption.  Derrida argues in "Signature, Event, Context," 

This structural possibility of being severed from its referent or signified 

(and therefore from communication and its context) seems to me to make 

of every mark, even if oral, a grapheme in general, that is, as we have 

seen, the non-present remaining of a differential mark cut off from its 

alleged ‘production’ or origin. And I will extend this law even to all 

‘experience’ in general, if it is granted that there is no experience of pure 

presence, but only chains of differential marks. 30 

These chains of differential marks are themselves a kind of violence - in their 

performance of severing the word, the name, the meaning from its original context of 

time and space - and are implicated in every decision, decision itself a severing.  In 

extending it "even to all 'experience' in general," it follows that this law, at work in all our 

relationships, is also at work in the production and reproduction of law.  As Valeria 

Campos-Salterra has observed, 

If violence is originary, as Derrida concludes, then any attempt to criticize 

it must always be based on the arche-violence of meaning, with the 

consequence that any planned escape from violence and hence a pure 

non-violence is simply not possible. Derrida’s point is that, rather than 

thinking in terms of a violence/non-violence dichotomy, we must recognize 

 
30 Jacques Derrida, ‘Signature Event Context,’ p. 318, in Margins of Philosophy, trans. by Alan Bass [Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1982], pp. 309–330. 
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that violence lies at the ‘foundation’ of all meaning but takes on different 

configurations. There is then an ‘economy of violence’ in which violence is 

understood in terms of differential and multiple becomings rather than 

static and binary categories and oppositions. 31 

These "different configurations" range from the violation of meaning in language 

production - the violence that disrupts language from its destination as naming presence 

toward its mode of re-presentation - to the violence of law breaking and its counter-

violent expiation by its enforcers, the police.  Campos-Salterra observes a three-part 

schema: originary or arche-violence, tied to language; moral violence, tied to prohibition 

and its cycle of founding and preserving law; and empirical violence, the "most visible" 

violence which acts as a counter-violence against moral violence.32  

 The second level, moral violence is “less visible but has been treated by the 

critical tradition – especially Walter Benjamin – as an aggressive gesture that violently 

cuts right from wrong, good from evil, with no other foundation than the force of the 

cutting itself,” which Derrida calls a “tautological performance.”33  This "moral violence" 

at the origin of law is authorized simply in this original act of force of severing the 

permitted from the prohibited.  Such severing, which is to say such discrimination, is the 

condition for the possibility of meaning, as well as for all identity, definition, difference, 

justice and injustice. Such severing is the means by which the other is identified as 

such, without which the singularity of each other is not possible. But it can also act as 

 
31 Valeria Campos-Salvaterra, “The Original Polemos,” in Meanings of Violence:  From Critical Theory to Biopolitics, 
edited by Gavin Rae and Emma Ingala.  Routledge, 2019:  p 148. 
32 Ibid. 
33 Derrida, "Force of Law," p. 238.  It is worth noting that the French word fond, fondment, which abound in the 
French version of this text, connote both "to found," as in a foundation for the object of discourse, as well as "to 
justify," to give an account of before one who decides.  The pun is impossible to render in translation. 
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the means by which the other is excluded, denied, and dispossessed of that "infinite 

right" to justice. 

  

 

The mystical foundation of authority   

  This is perhaps exemplified in the following examples.  Derrida reads this 

entanglement of law and justice in two fragments from Pascal, and Montaigne.  Pascal 

declares "Justice, Force - It is right that what is just should be followed; it is necessary 

that what is strongest should be followed." Contrasting what is "just" with what is 

"Necessary," the former implies a piori that it must be followed and thus enforced, while 

the latter implies enforcement is a necessity. The fragment explicates this relationship 

between justice and force, observing "it is necessary then to combine justice and force; 

and for this end make what is just strong, or what is strong just."34  Pascal's problematic 

conclusion states that because "the necessity of force is implied, then, in the juste of 

justesse," it follows that "thus being unable to make what is just strong, we have made 

what is strong just,"35  a classic displacement of one term by the other, of justice by 

force. He then refers to "the mystical foundation of authority," quoting Montaigne, who 

wrote,  

  Laws are now maintained in credit, not because they are just, but because 

  they are laws.  It is the mystical foundation of their authority; they have  

 
34 Pascal translated by Derrida, "Force of Law," p. 238.   
35 Derrida, "Force of Law," p. 239.   
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  none other . . .  Whosoever obeyeth them because they are just, obeyes  

  them not justly the way as he ought.36   

 The distinction between law and justice that proceeds from Montaigne's quotation 

asserts that law, in and of itself, is not necessarily just: laws are obeyed simply because 

they have authority.  This authority is located in the word credit:  "The authority of the 

laws rests only on the credit that is granted them."37  It is here that we find an 

intersection between the force of law and religion: both originate from two sources:  faith 

- here, the credit one grants laws, beyond reason, beyond ontology; and knowledge - 

those commitments that are held unscathed, protected, indemnified and holy.38   

 Derrida finds in Pascal's thought "a desedimentation of the superstructures of law 

that both hide and reflect the economic and political interests of the dominant forces of 

society." 39 Even more compelling are the deep structures revealed in this play of force 

and law, which indicate "a performative force, that is to say always an interpretive force 

and a call to faith."40  How so?  In the same way that one is gathered and bound to the 

holy and sacred, made religious,41 by promising to believe the truth that the other has 

 
36 Ibid., as quoted by Derrida, p. 239 - 240.   
37 Ibid., p 240. 
38 Derrida unfolds this analysis of religion most explicitly in "Faith and Knowledge: The Two Sources of Religion at 
the Limit of Reason Alone."  In it, he argues that what we call "religion" is the particular iteration of response to 
the Other - through faith and through knowledge (the indemnification of the Other's appeal) - unique to the 
"globalatiniized" world of today: the colonial capitalist offspring of Imperial Rome.  The "law" as such in this 
current context, is inherited from Judaism and Hellenism, filtered through Imperial Rome and begotten in the 
currents of the contemporary hegemony of global capitalism through the mechanisms of colonialism.  As such, 
"religion" in some ways can only refer to Christianity's many iterations, but has been imposed through colonialism 
on the cultures of non-Europeans.  Derrida's observations are not unique - they are affirmed in Masuzawa and 
Fitzgerald, among others.  However, in "Faith and Knowledge," he locates this analysis in the philosophical texts of 
the Enlightenment and early 20th century - especially Kant, Hegel, Bergson and Heidegger. 
39 Ibid., p. 241. 
40 Ibid. 
41 Derrida, "Faith and Knowledge," p70 -72. 
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promised to tell, by granting the other and their story credit, fiabilité, a promise to 

believe:  faith.   

 The faith which founds both law and religion, and which provides the legitimacy 

for their enforcement, is itself grounded in the originary violence of language: in the 

founding operation by which it establishes definitions, and so violates the integrity of 

speech itself.  Violence is also operating in the founding of law, which proceeds from 

language, the logos, and in the setting of its bounds.  This is not necessarily unjust, as 

this operation, which 

amounts to founding, inaugurating, justifying law, to making law, would 

consist of a coup de force, of a performative and therefore interpretive 

violence that in itself is neither just nor unjust and that no justice and no 

earlier and previously founding law, no preexisting foundation could, by 

definition, guarantee or contradict or invalidate.42  

This is because within the founding of law, the origin of its authority rests on nothing but 

itself, on its fiabilité, on that credit which we agree to grant it.  This is the mystical 

foundation of authority:  it is founded on faith, not reason, even if reasons can be shown 

for that faith.  As he observes in "Faith and Knowledge," the faith at issue not only 

operates as a source of religion, but also in the fiduciary and legal. It is an elementary 

act of faith, the  

  irreducible "faith," that of the "social bond" or of a "sworn faith," of a   

  testimony ("I  promise to tell you the truth beyond all proof and all   

  theoretical demonstration,  believe me, etc."), that is of a performative of  

 
42 Derrida, "Force of Law," p. 241. 
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  promising at work even in lying or perjury and without which no   

  address to the other would be possible.43 

The content of this reciprocal promising, to tell the truth, to believe what is told, is the 

fundamental action that enables all of our relations and institutions, and underwrites 

both the figure of religion and the figure of law.  It is however, precisely that, a 

performative, and its fiabilité is itself founded in the experience of such promising.  

Paradoxically, this act of faith that is the source of both law and religion is also that 

which opens it to justice.  Of the laws credited by faith, Derrida notes 

 this is not to say they are themselves unjust, in the sense of "illegal" or 

 "illegitimate."  They are neither legal nor illegal in their founding moment.  

 They exceed the opposition between founded or unfounded, or between 

 any foundationalism or anti-foundationalism 44 

because the terms of their authority reside only in the credit afforded them by us.  The 

terms of this faith are apophatic - hidden, unspoken, unseen, uninterpretable, 

undecidable.  In short, mystical. 45  The credit we afford law is thus entirely performative 

and relational, and subject to iteration, a fact displaced by the universalizable ends of 

the classic liberal theory of justice, but served by Derrida's proposed iteration of justice.  

 The crisis emerging from police violence is itself a symptom of a more structural 

crisis, the cessation of faith in the authority of the law. The justice that currently 

authorizes the law has lost credibility, in part because it displaces the singularity of the 

 
43 Derrida, "Faith and Knowledge," p. 80 - 81. 
44 Derrida, "Force of Law," p. 242. 
45 "Mystical" from the Greek muein, to close the eyes and lips, thus mustikos, an initiate. The "foundation" of 
mysticism connotes both that which exceeds articulation, the ineffable, non-rational and at the same time, the 
religious - one bound to the secret, to not revealing what is said and done.  See Scott and Liddell, Greek-English 
Lexicon, 8th editon.  Oxford:  Clarendon Press, 1996.  Derrida observes this in "Force of Law," p. 269. 
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other with an unenforceable ideal.  It also no longer operates effectively among those 

who must enforce its laws. The police as an institution is bound to the law: no law 

without enforcement, and police enforce the law within the register of violence. But the 

current crisis reflects more than simply the inevitable play of police/enforcement:  in the 

erosion of faith in the authority of the law and the justice that underwrites it, the police 

now arrogate that authority to themselves, and respond ad hoc to the appeal of the 

other. 

Force of Justice 

 The elimination of violence from law/enforcement is not possible, according to 

this genealogy.  The law as inscription originates in the originary violence of language, 

which enables all other violences. However, violence operates in degrees and in 

different contexts.  Reading Benjamin's Zur Kritik der Gewalt 46 in Part II, Derrida 

observes that the violence that founds the law and the violence that preserves the law is 

indistinguishable.  Although Benjamin tries to maintain a rigorous distinction between 

the founding violence of states with the preserving violence of states, the two violences 

"contaminate" each other and exchange places in a perpetual economy. The ubiquity of 

this violence expresses itself most forcefully in what Benjamin argues is the failure of 

modern democracies, wherein the police "are the state," 

no longer content to enforce the law and thus preserve it: the police invent 

the law, publish ordinances and intervene whenever the legal situation is 

unclear to guarantee security - which is to say, these days, nearly all the 

 
46 Walter Benjamin, Zur Kritik der Gewalt, first published in 1921.  See Derrida, "Force of Law," p,263, note 26 for a 
full bibliographical entry.  The German gewalt connotes "force," but in a number of registers, including the legal 
force or authority of the state as well as moral and empirical violence.  
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time.  The police are the force of law [loi], they have force of law, the 

power of the law. The police are ignoble because in their authority, 'the 

separation law founding violence and law preserving violence is 

suspended.' . . .  The possibility - which is also to say the ineluctable 

necessity of the modern police force, ruins, in sum - one could say 

deconstructs - the distinction between these two kinds of violence that 

nevertheless structures the discourse that Benjamin calls a new critique of 

violence.47 

Derrida, in 1992, is responding to the 1921 Benjamin text with observations that remain 

disturbingly fresh for the public imagination today.  The police "arrogate the law" in their 

function as enforcement for the law, perform the violence necessary to preserve the 

violence that is the law, but a violence in a register that, as we have recently witnessed, 

produces "evil," in its use of lethal force.  Instead of enforcing the law, they make the 

law, arrogating the power of the legislative to their executive function, and worst of all, 

"the police violence of democracies denies its own principle, making laws 

surreptitiously, clandestinely," with the result that "there is not yet any democracy 

worthy of its name,"48  only fallen states in which the enforcement now legislates the 

law.  Benjamin ends his text with an exhortation, 

  But one must reject [Verwerflich aber] all mythical violence, the violence  

  that founds the law, which one may call governing [schaltende] violence.   

  One must also reject [Verwerflich auch] the violence that preserves law,  

 
47 Derrida, "Force of Law," p.277. 
48 Ibid. 
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  the governed violence [die verwalteteGewalt] in the service of the   

  governing.49 

 Derrida is interested in showing how Benjamin's critique of violence deconstructs 

itself in the movement of his discourse, but he also finds powerful resources in 

Benjamin for thinking about law and force, even though ultimately, Derrida judges that 

he is too "archeo-eschatological" for his taste.50 He hovers over the analysis of what 

Benjamin calls "something rotten in law," 51 the "governed violence in the service of the 

governing," a condition that is increasingly familiar in many precincts today.  The 

injunction in Benjamin that moves Derrida is how to respond to the lessons to be drawn 

from evil - that is to say, lethal force - "from all the exterminations of history:" 

we must think, know, represent for ourselves, formalize, judge the 

possible complicity among all these discourses and the worst (here, the 

"final solution").  In my view, this defines a task and a responsibility the 

theme of which I have not been able to read in either Benjaminian 

"destruction" or Heideggerian "Destruktion." 52  

This is Derrida's injunction to us, in this crisis, to respond to "this task and 

responsibility," to ultimately judge the complicity among all these "exterminations of 

history" that violate the integrity of singular lives, black lives, indigenous lives, "other" 

lives, violations that call for justice.  The analysis of the violence that structures the force 

of law is a step in this response. 

 
49 Walter Benjamin, as quoted in Derrida, "Force of Law," p. 292. 
50 Derrida, "Force of Law," p. 298. 
51 Ibid., p. 273. 
52 Ibid., p.298. 
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 In their comparative review of Foucault and Derrida's discourses on violence, 

Frazer and Hutchings note that the ubiquity of Derrida's schemes of violence - originary, 

moral and empirical - "are to some extent ameliorated by the second kind of distinction 

he draws: an evaluative distinction between better and worse, greater and lesser 

violence. Derrida insists that ‘true violence’ is a breach of integrity."  These degrees of 

violence suggest a just response to the current crisis in law enforcement: to respond by 

taking responsibility.  As Frazer and Hutchings note, while Derrida is never in favour of 

violence, he demands from every one an avowal of this violence, an accepting of 

responsibility for our crediting that which is founded in the originary violence of 

language: 

he affirms his commitment to understanding violence as the violation of 

integrity, and his view that law requires such a violation. And so too does 

any concrete articulation of the aspiration to justice, since any such 

articulation necessarily does violence to integrity, reducing the unique and 

singular to other terms. In this context, what becomes important is not the 

(necessarily doomed) quest for a non-violent politics but refusing to 

disavow one’s own violence and, more generally, not denying the risks of 

violence inherent in political action.53 

An elimination of violence is not possible, but taking responsibility for it, avowing it, and 

responding to the appeal of the other is part of the performance of justice, as such.  

Campos-Salterra proposes that by reading how violence deconstructs itself at the origin 

 
53 Ibid., p 11 - 12. 
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of language as well as law/enforcement, we have a unique conceptual tool with which to 

approach "questions of violence:" 

If violence is a condition of possibility, one must also accept that it is also 

a condition of the impossibility of meaning, classification, and naming in 

general. This means that the same violence that produces meaning is that 

which interrupts that production. The production of meaning is then always 

crossed by historicity and, thus, opened to what is Other, to the irreducible 

alterity of time. Ultimately, the non-static, historic, and dynamic way of 

understanding violence makes it impossible to engage in a classic critique. 

Instead, violence has to be economized: for Derrida, the least violence 

must always be chosen—without a repeatable formula and regarding 

every different context as unique. 54 

Within the economy of violence, the axiom, "the least violence must always be chosen- 

without a repeatable formula and regarding every different context as unique" might 

operate in the service of that iteration of justice which must address the singularity of 

the other.  

 According to this reading in Derrida, the problem with policing is not simply the 

structure of the historic context of colonial capitalism and its abuses of the other, nor the 

embedded systems of racialized discrimination and patriarchal privileging, although 

these are implicated as well.  His reading of violence shows that the origin of this crisis 

proceeds from the very structure of language in its competing desires to first name and 

then represent, and the institutions, including law/enforcement, and experiences that 

 
54 Campos-Salterra, "The Original Polemos," p. 159. 
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flow from them. It points out to those who would in varying degrees de-fund the police 

that we will still contend with the originary violence of the law, which remains in need of 

enforcement. As his reading of Benjamin reveals, the two violences - originary and 

preservative - are merely one inevitable circulating economy.  It points out to the 

abolitionists that even if we abolish the police, the force of law, founded in the originary 

violence of language, remains.  To abolish the police entails that we abolish the law 

which it enforces.  Can we structure a society without law?  Can we structure anything 

without language?  Perhaps the salient lesson here is that whatever decision is taken, it 

can only hope to achieve lesser degrees, non-evil degrees, of violence, never the 

elimination of violence, as such.      

 On the other hand, the "task and responsibility" Derrida enjoins us to undertake 

demands response, according to the theory of justice that privileges the appeal of the 

other.  To lessen violence is a decision that might still cultivate the justice presented 

here:  the response to the infinite appeal of the other, singular and non-universalizable.  

Benjamin, in his critique of violence, wanted to prove "that a non-violent elimination of 

conflicts is possible in the private world when it is ruled by the culture of the heart, 

cordial courtesy, sympathy, love of peace, trust, friendship."55 Such a culture is ruled by 

that openness to the other that holds the infinite hope for justice in its custody. But can 

such a "private culture of the heart" reach into the conflicts of the public domain?   

 It may take a revolution. It may take another theory of justice: "infinite, 

incalculable, rebellious to rule and foreign to symmetry, heterogenous and heterotropic."  

It may be that the task and responsibility of evaluating and judging the complicity in all 

 
55 Derrida, "Force of Law,"p.284. 
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the recent texts of evil in our world - lethal racialized violence, gendered violence - will 

inform a response to the other, can allow the other - who is always to come (l'avenir) - to 

guide the prescriptions of law, and support "a universalizable culture of singularities." 
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